
 Consider now a general birth and death process Exit too with

birth rates i in and death rates we g where µ 0 Assume

that Xo i where iso and define Ti to be the time until the

process enters state its for the first time

Last time we verified that

IET I
IELTS III
IELTS It FEC 7.7

ELT It II IIT

More generally assuming that V10 i we let Tig be

the time until the process enters state j for the first
time where j i Then we have

IELTijI IEET.it IEITitn.ie t.int ELTj nj

FLEET

6.4 The transition probability function

Let dxitl.to be a continuous time Markov chain with

discrete state space and homogeneous transition probabilities

Denote

Paget PC Kats J I Yes й

In this section we will derive some important



differential equations for Digit But before that let

us introduce several auxiliary lammas

Recall that the definition of a homogeneous Markov

chain can be given as follows

A continuous time Markov chain with homogeneous transitions

and discrete state space 2 is a stochastic process

such that

и the times spent in different states are independent

random variables because of the Markov property

Ii the amount of time spent in each state ie Ж

is an exponentially distributed random variable with

parameter di because of the Markov property and stationary

Hii when the process leaves a state it it enters

a state j with the following transition probabilities

i I O it X

Eating 1 ie se

in Transitions follow a discrete time Markov chain

Denote gig diQing

Interpretation gig rate at which the process makes

a transition to state j when in state i



The quantities gig are called instantaneous transition

rates

Since we have that

III j difQi.ge di

Qi Gi ji the probabilistic properties

of xstl.to are completely characterized by the gig's

Lemme 6.2 Let Piaget DIXIE JI Xie i i je 2 Then

h

1 Rich
a him

a
O i

b Is Pitt gig for all j i

Proof Let kid i

We start by noting that the amount of time Ti

until a transition from i occurs is exponentially

distributed In particular this means under some mild

assumptions that

there will be no transition on interval 0,6

BC Tish e
did 1 dik och а о

there will be one transition on interval 0,63 0 в 1012

there will be two or more transitions on 10,63 old

as в о

Hence



PC Xia il kno i 1 ха il Xie i 1 Pill

dik 019 в о

Hence
1 й d

Similarly if its we get

Piglet PCXChl jlxid il diQi.gl och whence

2 Pil diQing gig

ветта 6.3 Chapman Kolmogorov equations For all s.to and

i.jo 2 we have

Pig Itis It PinkettРĸд IS

Proof we have

Pij tts LPC Kitts j I XD I

IIPCXitts j.KZ K I Xie E

Тур xcttstjlxctl k.to d PCHA ĸ Xia D

E х
PCXHS jlxctl KJPCXHJ KIXH D
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Theorem 6.1 For all to and states i.jo 2 we have

Plight Я i ĸ Piaget di Pingat KBE
KEAY3



Proof Ву ветта 6.3 we have

Pij teh Right ftp.klh Pajlt Pijct

Iggy.fiklhIPK.gl tPi.ilh Piijct Pi.jLt

Egg Pitch Projet sight 1 Pitch

Hence

Pij Ith Pi jet
e Itis Pit Puget Digit
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By в 50 and Lemma 6.2 we obtain the result

Kolmogorov backward equations

PICK Йkezisigli.tl Pritt di Right i.jo Х

Remark Recall that

oi FPi.jt.FO.IQij IQi.io flailing

Hence Й
KERILig

Pink di 0

We now assume that 2 11,2 n and introduce

the following matrices



01 91,2 91,3 91 и

R 2.1 02 923 92

G 942 9 On

Piet Pact P.net

Pet

R.int Pratt Pn.net

Then the Kolmogorov backward equations can be

written as

Pit RPA

Example 6.10 Let Exit to be a birth and death

process with rates finish msn.se We have

qn.me Cintra tu in п о

9n.mn intern it Мы п о

An 0 otherwise

The matrix R then has the form

Хо Хо о 0 0

2 о µ слоем х о

0 0 р
13 4 Хз



Pit RPA

Projet to Pay it to Puget toPaget d Paget

Pigot М P.gg t di Piaget editor Digit ito

Theorem 6.2 For all too and states i je Ж we have

Plight Itg Pinkett Taj Digit Oj KEE

Proof By Lemma 6.2

Pipette Pig it ftp.kcts.P.jch Digit

I
kerang

Pink Itt Pk jth Plight Pijctpj.ge

Egg PiikhtIPK.glL Pingat 1 Psych

Now divide both sides by в and apply lemma 6.3

Equations KEE are called Kolmogorov forward equations

Matrix form
PIE PAIR

Remark Warning In the proofs of Lemma 6.2 Theorem 6.1

and Theorem 6.2 we performed unjustified interchanges of

limiting operations interchanges of sums and limits etc



For reasonable Markov chains they hold but in general

one should be very careful one can come up with

an example of a Markov chain such that for

some its state I

I P
хlim

h
which completely spoils all the arguments we had However

these technicalities are out of scope of our course

Example 6.12 Let Exit to be again a birth and death

process

Хо Хо о 0 0

2
М2 011 is 0 о

о µ сам а о

0 0 р
13 4 Хз

Then the Kolmogorov forward equations look as follows

there was a typo here in the

Pt Ct Priestly pi it
Previous version of the lecture

Diljit Pi.j.it dj_ Pigtnltlmj.in Its Right


